We investigate for N = 3 supersymmetry (SUSY) in D = 2 the algebraic relation between the Volkov-Akulov (VA) model of nonlinear (NL) SUSY and a (renormalizable) SO(3) vector supermultiplet of linear (L) SUSY. We derive SUSY and SO(3) invariant relations between component fields of the vector supermultiplet and Nambu-Goldstone (NG) fermions of the VA model at leading orders by using three arbitrary dimensionless parameters which can be recasted as the vacuum expectation values of auxiliary fields in the vector supermultiplet. Two different irreducible representations of SO (3) superPoincaré symmetry which appear in the same massless state are compatible with each other in the linearization of NL SUSY. The equivalence of a NL SUSY VA action to a free L SUSY action containing the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D term which indicates a spontaneously SUSY breaking is also discussed explicitly according to the SUSY invariant relations. *
Nonlinear supersymmetry (NL SUSY) [1] is realized by means of Nambu-Goldstone (NG) fermions [2] - [4] which correspond to a spontaneously SUSY breaking (SSB). It is (globally) extended into the curved spacetime by defining a tangent spacetime which posesses the NG fermion degrees of freedom as SL(2,C) Grassman coordinates besides the Minkowski one [5] . This extension shedded light on the way towards a composite unified theory of spacetime and matter based upon SO (10) super-Poincaré (SP) algebra, i.e., the superon-graviton model (SGM) [5, 6] , which was constructed as a NL SUSY general relativity [5, 7, 8, 9] . In order to investigate the low energy physical contents for the basic NL SUSY Einstein-Hilbert type action of the SGM, it is important to know the relation between the NL and linear (L) SUSY in detail. In the flat spacetime case, it has been known that the NL SUSY model of Volkov-Akulov (VA) [1] describes various (renormalizable) L supermultiplets [10] - [12] with the Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D term indicating the SSB through a linearization at least for N = 1 and N = 2 SUSY. Indeed, for N = 1 SUSY the VA model describes a scalar supermultiplet [13]- [15] , while it also expresses a U(1) axial vector one [13, 16] . For N = 2 SUSY the VA model is (algebraically) equivalent to a SU(2) × U(1) vector supermultiplet [17] .
The linearization of N = 1 and N = 2 NL SUSY in flat spacetime shows that the VA model has richer physical structure for higher N SUSY. However, the detailed relation of the NL and the L SUSY for higher N is unknown so far. Therefore, as a preliminary to know this, we focus in this letter on N = 3 SUSY and investigate the relation between the VA model and a L SUSY one which has the multiplet structure as shown below in Eq. (1) . For N = 3 SUSY, the tower of the helicity states for the irreducible representation of SO(3) SP algebra is
where n(λ) means the dimension n and the helicity λ of the irreducible representation. Note that two different irreducible representations of SO(3) SP symmetry appear in the same massless state, which is a characteristic aspect for higher N SUSY.
In the linearization of NL SUSY, it is important to find SUSY invariant relations which express fundamental fields of L supermultiplets as composites of NG fermions and which reproduce L SUSY transformations among the fundamental fields under NL SUSY transformations of NG fermions. The SUSY invariant relations are obtained by means of systematic procedure [13]- [16] in the superspace formalism or by using heuristic arguments [14, 17] in which the component fields of L SUSY is directly expanded in terms of the NG fermions in a SUSY invariant way. In this letter we rely on the heuristic method and derive the SUSY invariant relations for N = 3 SUSY at leading orders by using D = 2 calculations for simplicity. In particular, we show explicitly that the two different irreducible representations in the same massless state of Eq. (1) are compatible with each other in the SUSY and SO(3) invariant linearization of NL SUSY. According to the SUSY invariant relations we pass from a free L SUSY action with the FI D term to the NL SUSY VA action.
Let us introduce the NL realization of SUSY [1] for arbitrary N [18] in D = 2. ‡ NL SUSY transformations of (Majorana) NG fermions ψ i are parametrized by constant (Majorana) spinor parameters ζ i ,
which correspond to supertranslations of the ψ i and the Minkowski coordinate x a . In Eq. (2) κ is a constant whose dimension is (mass) −1 . Eq. (2) satisfies the following closed off-shell commutator algebra,
where δ P (Ξ a ) means a translation with a generator Ξ a = −2ζ
2 . An action, which is invariant under the NL SUSY transformation (2), is constructed based upon a NL SUSY invariant differential one-form defined as
From Eq.(4) the NL SUSY action is given as the volume form in D = 2,
, where we use the γ matrices defined as
with σ I (I = 1, 2, 3) being Pauli matrices. (As for the conventions in D = 2, for example see [15] .)
where the second term, −
In order to linearize the above NL SUSY model by focusing on N = 3 SUSY, we consider a N = 3 L supermultiplet in D = 2 which has the multiplet structure (1)
where
These transformations (6) to (11) satify the closed off-shell commutator algebra with a U(1) gauge transformation of v a ,
where δ g (θ) is the U(1) gauge transformation with a generator θ = 2(iζ 
Let us show SUSY invariant relations between the component fields (v
,
where ξ i are three arbitrary real parameters satisfying (ξ i ) 2 = 1, and we expect the broken L SUSY with the vacuum expectation values (vev) F i = (1/κ)ξ i derived from a free L SUSY action as shown later. Higher order terms in Eq. (13) are obtained such that the NL SUSY tranformations (2) reproduce the L SUSY ones (6) to (11) .
After some calculations (v a , λ i , A i , χ, φ, F i ) are expanded in terms of ψ i in the SUSY and SO(3) invariant way as
Note that the terms proportional to (1−iκ 2ψi ∂ψ i ) appear in Eqs. from (14) to (19). We expect that those terms are calculated as the parts of |w|. Such systematics of D = 2 SUSY invariant relations (for N = 1 SUSY, for example see [14] ) will be confirmed by continuing the above calculations in Eqs. from (14) to (19) at higher orders of κ or by means of the systematic arguments in the superspace formalism.
The transformation of Eq. (14) with respect to ψ i under Eq. (2) gives the U(1) gauge transformation besides the L SUSY one as
where X(ζ; ψ) is the U(1) gauge transformation parameter defined by
Gauge invariant quantities like F ab (ψ) transform exactly same as the L SUSY transformation. Since Eq.(21) satisfies
the commutator for v a (ψ) through Eq. (20) does not contain the U(1) gauge transformation term δ g (θ). This is the same case as in the relation between the VA model and the SU(2) × U(1) vector supermutiplet for N = 2 SUSY in D = 4 [17] , i.e., it should be the case that the commutator on ψ i does not contain the δ g (θ).
The form of NL and L SUSY actions is not used in the derivation of the SUSY invariant relations (14) to (19). By using those relations, we discuss the equivalence of the NL SUSY action (5) for N = 3 SUSY with the following free L SUSY action
Note that the last term proportional to κ −1 in Eq. (23) is an analog of the FI D term and the field equations for the auxiliary fields give the vev F i = 1 κ ξ i indicating the SSB. By substituting Eqs. from (14) to (19) into the action (23), we can show
at least up to O(κ 2 ).
To summarize our results, we have investigated for N = 3 SUSY in D = 2 the relation between the VA model and the (renormalizable) SO(3) vector supermultiplet which corresponds to Eq.(1). By means of the heuristic arguments, the SUSY and SO(3) invariant relations have been derived up to O(κ 2 ) or O(κ 3 ) in Eqs. from (14) to (19), in which we have confirmed that λ i and χ, i.e., the two different irreducible representations in the same massless state of Eq.(1) are compatible with each other in the linearization of NL SUSY. We have calculated the commutator for v a (ψ) of Eq.(14) by using the NL SUSY transformations (2) of ψ i , and we have shown that it does not contain the U(1) gauge transformation term as in the linearization of the N = 2 NL SUSY in D = 4 [17] . The equivalence of the NL SUSY action (5) with the free L SUSY action (23) through the relations (14) to (19) has been also shown explicitly at least up to O(κ 2 ). The sytematic arguments in the superspace formalism may be useful in the derivation of the SUSY invariant relations at all orders of κ and in order to discuss some systematics in the D = 2 relations.
